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Sorcha Faal January 7, 2020 

Trump Initiated Iranian Chaos Theory Masterplan Sees Terrified 
Families Of Saudi Princes Fleeing To Europe  

A grimly fascinating new Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MoFA) report circulating in the Kremlin today 
discussing Russia and China blocking yesterday a United Nations Security Council resolution 
condemning the attack against the US Embassy in Iraq, states that Russia's Permanent 
Representative to the UN Vasily Nebenzya directly told his American counterpart supporting this 
resolution: “We were not discussing that yet, especially today, and you perfectly well understand 
that the prospects of such statement are zero”— 

A statement based on the fact of President Donald Trump having unleashed what can rightfully be 
described as a “Chaos Theory” masterplan to end his nations endless wars, which makes such a 
resolution pointless until a final endgame outcome can be visualized and achieved—and is a chaos 
theory style of leadership slammed by Trump’s enemies—most particularly because in the midst of 
this deliberate chaos Trump has initiated to achieve his final goal, nothing is what it appears to be—
best exampled by those believing that the chain of events leading to Trump’s ordering the 
assassination of Iranian General Qasem Soleimani was begun about a fortnight ago, on 27 
December 2019, when several American troops were wounded and a US contractor killed in a 
rocket attack on their base located in Kirkuk-Iraq— 

But whose true beginning of started a fortnight earlier when the United Nations was preparing to 
announce that they were “unable to confirm Iranian involvement” in the largest attack in history on a 
Saudi Arabian oil processing facility—an announcement causing an elite Saudi Arabian military 
officer training at a US base in Florida to open fire and kill 3 American military officers—which 
then caused the Pentagon to lock down the over 800 other elite Saudi Arabian military officers 
training at this base—and whose chaos theory ripples of have now reached Iranian Supreme Leader 
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. 

Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, who while tearfully weeping at the state funeral for General Soleimani, 
was met with numerous chants from millions of Iranian mourners—the most important of these chants 
being “Death to al-Saud”— a reference to the Saudi ruling family—and is why thousands of family 
members of Saudi princes are secretly fleeing Riyadh, Jeddah and Mecca airports for European 
countries today as they know what is coming next—with everything else occurring being able to be 
placed in the “theatre of the absurd” category whose logical construction and argument give way to 
irrational and illogical speech and to its ultimate conclusion, silence— 

Best exampled by US-Iran war fears devolving into the farce spectacle of Chairman of the Iranian 
parliament’s National Security and Foreign Policy Commission Mojtaba Zonnouri threatened to 
strike 6,236 US targets, which is the number of verses in the Koran—that was quickly followed by 
Trump ordering 52 fully armed stealth fighter jets to do an “Elephant Walk” at their Hill Air Force 
Base in Utah, which is the number of American hostages Iran held in 1979.  [Note: Some words 
and/or phrases appearing in quotes in this 
report are English language approximations of 
Russian words/phrases having no exact 
counterpart.]  

 

President Donald Trump orders 52 fully 
armed stealth fighters to do “Elephant 

Walk” show of strength manoeuvre 
(above) on 6 January 2020.  
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According to this report, President Trump was elected into power by an American people who sided 
with his vow to end their nation’s endless wars—a vow Trump has been continuously thwarted in 
achieving due to the socialist Democrat Party, the lying leftist US mainstream propaganda media and 
entrenched Deep State bureaucrats within the diplomatic, intelligence and military communities—all of 
whom have feasted on the spoils of these endless wars for nearly two decades—but while these malign 
warmongering forces were preparing to celebrate their victory over Trump, they forgot that the leader 
they had pitted themselves against is a “genuine historical anomaly” able to switch, with no warning, 
all of the methods and means needed to achieve an ultimate victory—which in this case meant Trump 
had to expose the lies forming the base of these endless wars—and when known, would see his 
enemies rushing to stop them faster than he could ever hope to do by himself—a counterintuitive 
strategy noticed by just a few American experts—one of whom named Sylvain LaForest wrote:    

Early in his mandate, Trump naively tried the direct approach, by surrounding himself with 
establishment rebels like Michael Flynn and Steve Bannon, then by annoying each and everyone 
of his foreign allies, shredding their free-trade treaties, imposing taxes on imports and insulting 
them in their face in the G7 meetings of 2017 and 2018.  

The reaction was strong and everyone doubled-down on the Russiagate absurdity, as it looked 
like the only option to stop the man on his path of globalism destruction.  

Predictably, the direct approach went nowhere; Flynn and Bannon had to go, and Trump was 
entangled in a handful of inquiries that made him realize that he wouldn’t get anything 
accomplished with transparency.  

He had to find a way to annihilate the most dangerous people on the planet, but at the same 
time, stay in power and alive.  

He had to smarten up. 

That’s when his genius exploded on the world.  

He completely changed his strategy and approach, and started taking absurd decisions and 
tweeting outrageous declarations.  

As threatening and dangerous as some of these first looked, Trump didn’t use them for their first 
degree meaning, but was aiming at the genuine second degree effects that his moves would 
have.  

And he didn’t care about what people thought of him as he did, for only results count in the end.  

He would even play buffoon over Twitter, look naive, lunatic or downright idiotic, perhaps in the 
hope to impregnate the belief that he didn’t know what he’s doing, and that he couldn’t be that 
dangerous.  

He’s willfully being politically incorrect to 
show the ugly face that the United States are 
hiding behind their mask. 

When the history of these times are written, this 
report continues, it will show that all of the chaotic 
events presently occurring had their start less 
than a month ago on 9 December 2019—and 
was when President Trump stripped away the 
mask away from the ugly face of America’s 
endless wars by his secretly ordering released to 
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The Washington Post what are now infamously known as The Afghanistan Papers—thousands of 
once highly-classified documents so shocking and appalling, even the leftist Washington Post was left 
no choice but to declare in a blaring headline: “Those Who Ran The Afghanistan War Lied…They 
Must Be Held To Account” 

The counterattack against President Trump for releasing The Afghanistan Papers was swift in 
coming, this report notes, and saw these malign warmonger forces impeaching him 9-days later on 18 
December 2019—an impeachment so filled with outright lies and deliberate deceptions, though, these 
warmongers still refuse to hand it over to the US Senate where they know its distorted facts will 
be exposed—thus making this impeachment inconsequential to Trump while he embarks on his 
historic quest to make peace with the entire Muslim world—the most dangerous gambit of which 
would see Iran destroying the true terrorist supporting monarchy of Saudi Arabia—and whose 
Saudi destruction would be met by the Gallup’s most recent poll showing that just 4% of 
Americans have a “very favorable” view of Saudi Arabia—numbers that are worse than 
Venezuela or Cuba. 

 Entire Muslim world has long called for the destruction 
of the evil Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

 With the warmongering enemies of President Trump now 
flooding the Middle East with fairy tales such as General 
Soleimani was lured into an ambush by US Secretary of 
State Michael Pompeo, who invited him to Iraq to talk 
peace about Syria, and then killed him—and even more 
fantastically that General Soleimani was killed while on a 
mission to make with Saudi Arabia, this report concludes, 
the brutal fact remains that both Trump and Iran’s Supreme Leader agreed that General Soleimani 
would be sacrificed—a sacrifice intended to achieve two goals—the FIRST being a cessation of any war 
between the US and Iran occurring—and the SECOND being the removal of all US military forces from 
Iraq— 

The first goal of which is being comically achieved by Trump’s enemy warmongers falling all over 
themselves in praise of an Iran while they hysterically demand Trump not even think of starting a 
war with Iran—and the second goal of which was begun a few hours ago when the US-coalition 
announced it was moving its headquarters out of Iraq and placing it in Kuwait— 
All of which follows the Netherlands suspending all of its military operation in Iraq  
And Germany pulling all of its military forces out of Iraq, too—a Western military strategic retreat 
occurring while Iraq has restricted the movement of the international coalition’s forces as part of 
preparing a mechanism of the foreign troop pullout from the country—which explains the fully 
expected past chaotic 24-hours that saw the US announcing in a letter that it was pulling all of its 
troops out of Iraq—a letter quickly modified by US Army General Mark Milley, the Commander of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, who said this letter was a draft and that it should not have been released—
and was right to occur as Iraq has not completed its mechanism for the pullout of foreign troops from its 
country— 
With one knowing that this letters premature release was 
ordered by Deep State warmonger Defense Department 
Deputy Eric Chewning, whom Trump immediately fired—
thus making this warmonger yet another causality of Trump’s 
chaos theory masterplan to end his nations endless wars and 
bring a lasting peace to the Middle East—but whose only 
actual battlefield death, so far, in the maelstrom of this chaos 
remains General Soleimani—the sacrificed chess piece pawn 
who began the most critical game of war and peace ever seen 
since World War II—and only Trump could have thought of 
playing.            
 
January 7, 2020 © EU and US all rights reserved. Permission to use this report in its entirety is granted under the condition it 
is linked  to its original source at WhatDoesItMean.Com.  
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